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Frame: financialisation in the context of 
semi-peripheral uneven development
Financialisation: a crisis generating-inducing phase of global capitalist (re)production 
cycles; new phases build upon uneven development shaped by previous ones 
Simultaneity in the semi-peripheral development (Hungary)

- (re)industrialisation AND financialisation (contrary to development in the centre)

- capital extracted from production; production reorganized via GVC hierarchies

- state subsidizes industries producing for export, keeping balance of payments in order

- financialisation as another layer

- reinforces and deepens sub-national unevenness
Focus: second-tier cities as articulation of metropolis-satellite relations 
Empirical material: production, labor, housing and the (local) state in the city of Komló



Settlement hierarchy
- Budapest: 1.7 million
- county seats: 

200,000- cca. 30,000
- 41 settlements with more 

than 20,000 inhabitants, not 
county seats 
≈ second-tier cities

metropolis-satellite relations 
lead to volatile social conditions

Operationalising second-tier cities



Second-tier cities since 1973
Cycles Production Financialisation Housing State

1970s-
1980s

Crisis - second-tier cities in 
lower positions of national
value chains; small 
entrepreneurs

Skyrocketing external debt 
of the national state

Decreasing construction by 
the state; subsidised loans 
for private construction

Centralised

1990s FDI through privatisation; 
cargo cult (waiting for 
investors)

Austerity between two 
waves of financialisation, 
paving the way for next 
cycles

Privatisation 
(commodification) -
dominance of 
homeownership

Decentralisation without 
subsidiarity (local 
democracy without 
financial sources)

2000s EU accession, second-tier 
cities increasingly 
embedded into GVCs; crisis

Households and the local 
state 

Forex loans / mortgages Indebtedness of the local 
state; EU transfers stabilize

2010s Combination of FDI and 
subsidising the national 
bourgeoisie; Workfare

Household debt crisis Defaulting households, 
spatial polarisation of 
housing prices

Recentralisation (e.g. 
bailout of local 
governments); EU transfers



The last cycle in Komló

- “Dancing while tied up in ropes”
- Shrinking budget, upscaling tasks (education, 

social benefits, etc.)
- Financialisation: upscaling the local 

government debt crisis

- Production: entrepreneurialism (taxation of 
businesses) + workfare

- Europeanization - revenues from EU transfers



Production process and financialisation in global 
value chains in Komló
State-led industrialisation: coal mining company (step-by-step closure: from 
2nd half of the 1980s)
Tier-1/tier-2 suppliers

- Rajnai family
- Polytec Group: PU automotive parts (ex-joint-venture, currently 

100% Austrian) - “extended workbench of Polytec”, 200 workers
- Rati car accessories development (tier-1) - 65 workers

Contract work
- Curtain sewing company (mostly shipping to Austria) - cca 30 women

workers (building on socialist textile industry)
- Art-Innova (s. 2001): Furniture production (mostly working for

German/Austrian companies - e.g. Spar grocery stores, OMV petrol
stations) - cca 30 workers

Financialisation
- socialist financialisation: Rajnai started with a 1980s loan of the local bank
- EU transfers substituting for loans (infrastructural development)



The state in current labour policies

Labour policy reflects economic cycles
Reindustrialisation

- Flexibilisation: changing the labour code in 
2012

- Focus on vocational training; still labour
shortage

- Local state: helping companies; personal
networks

Public works programme for the reserve army: 
around 1000 people in 2017 (7% of 15-64 years 
population) - food production, maintaining public 
spaces, forestry, building maintenance - through 
the city management company



Komló in processes of housing financialisation
Overlappings of productive and financialised phases on the housing market in a 
peripheral city on a national scale
‐ Previous productive phase: state-led industrialization during state socialism –

population inflow, heavy role of the state in housing construction
‐ Current financialised phase: affordable housing market under a financialised regime
Metropolis-satellite linkages on various scales
‐ National scale

‐ capital flows: mortgage lending on less-favourable terms (dominated by the largest 
Hungarian bank OTP and the previously local savings cooperative)

‐ demographic flows: large influx of previous mortgage debtors from Pécs and the 
Budapest agglomeration area - but still declining population

‐ International scale: remittances for paying forex mortgages; investing into housing 
by young locals working in Western Europe



The state in housing financialisation

State as promoter of housing financialisation through:
‐ Policy aims at the national scale: increase the share 

of households with HUF mortgages as macro-
economic stimulus

‐ Facilitating investment into housing - subsidies 
supporting middle-class families with children

‐ in cheaper places like Komló possibility of 
housing acquisition without a mortgage

‐ Leads to a differentiation of housing markets within 
Hungary

‐ Komló: characterized by low house prices and 
influx of economically weak households



Conclusions: uneven development 
in Hungarian second-tier cities

Simultaneous extraction of capital by reindustrialization and 
financialisation, mediated and negotiated by the national and 
local state: reproducing uneven development
Second-tier cities in Hungary: special function

- Maintaining capital extraction by ensuring production (labour) 
and reproduction (e.g. housing)

- Pacifying the reserve army through the workfare state and the 
selective class-nature of redistribution policies


